Job Description - Reputation and Crisis Management
Team
# of Openings : 3
The Reputation and Crisis Management Team at IPSW is a group of sharp and witty thinkers who
work with reputed politicians and political parties from time to time in order to prevent our client
from creating any embarrassing situations for themselves or for their parties. This team works to
prevent any damage/embarrassment or repair any damage/embarrassment caused by our
clients or candidate’s untoward actions both in public and as well as in the social media platforms.
This team is dedicated and ensures that our client’s political opponents don’t damage the
reputation amongst the mass voters by sharp predicting and reporting such cases immediately.
They use IPSW’s Reputation and Crisis Management techniques to enhance and maintain our
valuable client’s reputation both on ground and in the social media sphere.

Requirements and Responsibilities











Must possess good communication skills
Should have the ability to take quick decisions that are result oriented
Must maintain proper work relationships with the clients
Great knowledge about the use of digital and social media platforms
Excellent commanding skills
Experience in working or handling famous personalities prior to this
Ability to tackle minor and major mishaps caused by client’s untoward actions
Ability to immediately strategize a solution plan to minimize the effect of the
mishaps/embarrassments caused by a client
Predictive analysis and close monitoring of activities of our client’s opponents that could
cause a major or a minor political and personal embarrassment to their image
Coordinating with other teams at IPSW



Ability to work on multiple projects simultaneously



Insight Political Strategists and Workforce Private Limited (IPSW) is an equal opportunity
employer. All applicants are considered without any regard to race, caste, colour, religion,
gender, age, sexual orientation, marital status or any other discriminatory factors forbidden by
the law.

